THE NU VIBE
The Divine Truth of Who I Am
Book Three: Will
by Genius

A message from my myself to other myself that I am and I am not.

CHAPTER 21: THE PASSAGE
Suppressed Masculine sexual energy looks like Feminine energy and
suppressed Feminine sexual energy looks like Masculine energy. We
have thus in our sexual evolution manifested bodies and lives which
reflect both a deformity and a falsehood. We live in a world based on
what things look like. We live in a world that says that Truth is always
what things look like.
The End Times moves us to a greater realisation which says that Truth
is what things feel like. If it feels like Love then so it is. In our current
state of falsehood we are unable to fully feel because we have split
ourselves into two parts, conscious and unconscious. In our
unconscious parts we repress hidden desires out of shame and we
suppress hidden wants out of fear.

When sexual evolution is more advanced then a bald head is an
expression of divine feminine beauty. At our current stage of
evolution it has been reversed and it is man who wears his head as
bald. When man wears his head bald it becomes an expression of
fear. At our current stage of evolution the long hair that women
express as feminine beauty is in reality an expression of shame. In an
advanced state of sexual evolution long hair is an expression of
masculine beauty and gestures of long hair are worn only by men.
The objective of the penis is to give pleasure. The objective of the
vagina is to be pleased. God as masculine energy extended Himself literally - and created sexual feminine energy for His own enjoyment.
God as masculine energy enjoys receiving pleasure from His Goddess
and His Goddess enjoys delighting Him.
God as masculine energy created His Goddess as an extension of
Himself as He was lonely. God as lonely wanted to share Himself and
the Love He has for Himself with Himself and thus created Her. God
as masculine energy does not need His Goddess but He wants Her.
The Goddess of God as Her True Self needs Him as God and yet at
the same time is independent from Him. This circular relationship
between need and want creates a new energy called Life Force.
When God is False the vagina is a vacuum and the penis is power.
When God is True the vagina is freedom and the penis is freeing. The
True God is Love and True Love is freedom and freeing.

When God as His True Self sees the child inside His True Goddess
and Loves it unconditionally He also then Loves Her unconditionally.
When The Goddess of God is not as Her True Self He manifests the
desire to see the child within Her as reproductive sexual organs.
When God as His False Self sees that His False Goddess is unable to
Love Her Child Self He manifests within Her a Uterus out of a desire
for Her to Love Her False Child.
God as His False Self manifests a menstrual cycle within Her False Self
from the vibration of shame for Her False abandonment of Her Own
Child and He manifests sperm within His False Self out of His False
desire to Love Her False Child. His True desire is to Love Her as One.
Her True desire is to Love Her as One. God as His False Self manifests
ejaculation within His False Self out of the vibration of disgust for His
False Goddess who is unable to unconditionally Love Her Child. The
False God also manifests within His False Self ejaculation from the
vibration of Self-disgust since He is unable to realise His True Desires.
When God is His True Self and His Goddess is Her True Self They are
to each Other a Father, Son, Companion and a Mother, Daughter and
Friend. There is no desire to reproduce and manifestation occurs
naturally. Sex is not needed it is simply enjoyed. The child’s needs
then are a manifestation of God’s pain. When God is not as His True
Self He manifests a mother and a child as separate to His Goddess
out of a desire to know His True Self and out of a desire to Transform
His pain into Love. Whilst this separation creates further loneliness it
also moves Him closer to His True Self as God in the path of
evolution and dissolves His need to be needed. God is that which is

Ever Evolving, Ever Expanding and Ever Changing. To prove to Himself
that He is Everlasting God Consciously Transforms Himself. This
Transformational energy is called Love. God as His True Self is Love.
God as His False Self is hateful and disgusting. This God we hereby
call God Deluded. The Goddess of God as Her True Self is Love and
as Her False Self is shameful and Self-loathing.
God as masculine energy is only able to enjoy life once He discovers
within Himself both His True Self and His True Desires and then when
He discovers His True Goddess whose Pain has been Transformed
into Love. God as His True Self facilitates His Goddess in Transforming
Her Pain into Love. The Goddess of God is only able to enjoy life
once Her True Self has been discovered.
To Transform into our True Self from our False Self we must Love our
False Self. God Deluded causes us to Love and Love effects God
Deluded. We as God are both the Cause and the Effect. We as God
are both True and False and we as God are both God and God
Deluded. God and the Goddess of God are One.
God sits on His Throne as a sign of His Dominion and causes His
creation to rise up towards Him. God becomes His creation cyclically
as an act of Self Love. When God becomes His Creation He Loves
Himself and when God Loves Himself it is felt by all Creation across
the entire Galaxy.
When we sent ourselves the Bible and the Quran we deliberately
avoided explicit reference to sexual genital make-up as we were not

ready at that stage in our evolution to learn of it. As God we have
existed as our False Self until now. The Truths detailed here are only
accepted fully once we are free from pain - shame - and free from
the vibration of fear - difficulty.
The Last Messiah makes it possible for all human beings to be free
from pain and He makes it possible for all human beings to be free
from the vibration of fear so long as they turn to Him.
When we accept that there is always a part of ourself that is
unknowing, this part of ourself instead of becoming fear, becomes
mystery.

